Microglia are the primary immune cells of the brain and function in multiple ways to facilitate proper brain development. However, our current understanding of how these cells influence the later expression of normal behaviors is lacking. Using the laboratory rat, we administered liposomal clodronate centrally to selectively deplete microglia in the developing postnatal brain. We then assessed a range of developmental, juvenile, and adult behaviors. Liposomal clodronate treatment on postnatal days 0, 2, and 4 depleted microglia with recovery by about 10 days of age and induced a hyperlocomotive phenotype, observable in the second postnatal week. Temporary microglia depletion also increased juvenile locomotion in the open field test and decreased anxietylike behaviors in the open field and elevated plus maze. These same rats displayed reductions in predator odor-induced avoidance behavior, but increased their risk assessment behaviors compared with vehicle-treated controls. In adulthood, postnatal microglia depletion resulted in significant deficits in male-specific sex behaviors. Using factor analysis, we identified two underlying traits-behavioral disinhibition and locomotion-as being significantly altered by postnatal microglia depletion. These findings further implicate microglia as being critically important to the development of juvenile and adult behavior.
Introduction
Microglia, the brain's primary immune cells, are derived from yolk-sac macrophage precursors that migrate into the brain during early embryonic development, where they take up permanent residence (Alliot et al., 1999; Ginhoux et al., 2010; Kierdorf et al., 2013) . Throughout development, microglia continue to mature and multiply until they reach their adult numbers and effectively survey the brain
Significance Statement
Microglia are critical regulators of postnatal brain development, a time important for the organization of neural architecture and the refinement of synaptic patterning. These immune cells engage in a range of functions, from promoting cell genesis and controlling cell number to facilitating the establishment and maturation of synaptic connections. Despite the current understanding of actions of microglia in the postnatal period, very little is known about how microglia's influences on these early developmental processes affect the expression of behavior later in life. Our findings highlight the importance of microglia during this critical developmental window and suggest the necessity of these cells for the normal expression of juvenile and adult behavior. (Davalos et al., 2005; Nimmerjahn et al., 2005; Schwarz et al., 2012; Nikodemova et al., 2015) . Importantly, microglia mature and develop alongside neurons and astrocytes, placing these cells in a unique position to significantly influence the developmental trajectory of the brain.
In early brain development, microglia display an array of functions outside of their normal capacity to maintain homeostasis and respond to injury. Microglia regulate neural precursor populations and cell number by providing trophic support (Morgan et al., 2004; Antony et al., 2011; Ueno et al., 2013; Shigemoto-Mogami et al., 2014) , phagocytose dead and dying cells, and actively induce cell death (Marín-Teva et al., 2004; Bessis et al., 2007; Wakselman et al., 2008; Cunningham et al., 2013) , a process that continues even in the adult brain (Sierra et al., 2010) . Microglia are critical to the proper formation of neural circuitry by "pruning" unnecessary synapses (Stevens et al., 2007; Schafer et al., 2012; Ji et al., 2013) , aid in synaptic maturation and function (Tremblay et al., 2010; Paolicelli et al., 2011; Hoshiko et al., 2012; Squarzoni et al., 2014) , and mediate the development of sexspecific circuitry (Lenz et al., 2013) .
The neural control of normal behaviors also relies heavily on microglia function. Altering microglia function by constitutive genetic deletion of CX3CR1 results in deficient motor learning, spatial memory, and fear conditioning along with impairments in long-term potentiation in adult mice (Rogers et al., 2011) . Moreover, these mice display abnormal social behaviors and increased repetitive and self-grooming behavior (Zhan et al., 2014) . Genetic microglia depletion in juvenile and adult mice induces impairments in motor learning and memory and reduced fear conditioning (Parkhurst et al., 2013) . Similarly, pharmacological attempts to specifically deplete microglia find abnormal spatial memory and social behavior in adult mice; however, behavioral deficits are no longer observed after microglia repopulate the brain (Torres et al., 2016) .
These studies advance our understanding of the role microglia play in modulating behavior; however, the conclusions drawn are limited to the period of microglia dysfunction or depletion and do not directly address microglial influence specifically during development. It has been suggested that microglia are most critical for establishing brain architecture and circuitry necessary for normal behavior (Frost and Schafer, 2016) , and little research has investigated the influence of microglia on the organization of brain and behavior during early periods of development.
To address this issue, we used liposomal clodronate to selectively deplete microglia during the first weeks of postnatal life, a time critical for the continued development of many brain regions, circuitry refinement, and sexual differentiation of the brain. Using male and female rats, we investigated two questions. First, does microglia depletion affect the postnatal developmental trajectory of pups? Second, are there enduring behavioral effects of temporary microglia depletion in juvenile and adult rats? We demonstrate pervasive sex-dependent and sexindependent effects of early postnatal microglia depletion on the later expression of behavior. Together, these data provide new insight into the role of microglia during the early postnatal period in mediating the normal maturation of behavioral circuits in the brain.
Materials and Methods

Animals
Adult Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) were housed in polycarbonate cages (20 ϫ 40 ϫ 20 cm) and maintained on a 12:12-h reverse light/dark cycle with ad libitum food and water. Animals were mated in our facility, and pregnant females were allowed to deliver naturally, with the day of birth designated as postnatal day 0 (PN0). On PN0, pups were sexed, treated, and culled to no more than 12 pups per dam. Both male and female pups were used in this study, with treatment groups and sexes balanced across four litters. All animal procedures were performed in accordance with the University of Maryland Baltimore animal care and use committee's regulations.
Microglia depletion
On PN0, 2, and 4, liposomal clodronate (LC; Encapsula NanoSciences, Brentwood, TN) or vehicle (VEH) liposomes were administered by bilateral intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) injection, performed under cryoanesthesia. A 25-gauge 1-L Hamilton syringe attached to a stereotaxic manipulator was placed 1 mm caudal to bregma and 1 mm lateral to the midline. The syringe was lowered 4 mm into the brain and backed out 1 mm. One microliter of drug or vehicle was infused over 30 s, and the procedure was repeated on the opposite hemisphere. The separation of pups from the dam was kept to a minimum, for a duration of approximately 1 h.
Histology and immunohistochemistry
Rats of either sex were fatally anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of Fatal Plus (Vortech Pharmaceuticals, Dearborn, MI) and transcardially perfused with PBS (0.1 M, pH 7.4) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA; 4% in PBS, pH 6.8). Brains were removed and postfixed in 4% PFA for 48 h at 4°C, then kept in 30% sucrose at 4°C until fully submerged. Coronal sections were cut into three alternating series at a thickness of 45 m via cryostat (Leica CM3050S) and mounted on silane-coated slides.
Slide-mounted sections from one alternate series were rinsed in Tris-buffered saline (TBS; 0.05 M, pH 7.6) and incubated in 50% methanol with 0.3% hydrogen peroxide for 1 h at room temperature to inhibit endogenous peroxidase activity. Sections were rinsed with TBS again, blocked with 5% normal goat serum (NGS) in TBS ϩ 0.4% Triton X-100 (TBS-T), and incubated overnight at room temperature in 5% NGS in TBS-T containing rabbit polyclonal antibody against ionized calcium binding adapter molecule 1 (Iba1; 1:1000 dilution; Wako Chemicals, Neuss, Germany; cat. #019-19741, RRID:AB_839504) to label microglia. Subsequently, sections were rinsed in TBS and incubated in 5% NGS in TBS-T containing biotinylated anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:500 dilution; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA; cat. #BA-1000, RRID:AB_2313606) for 1 h at room temperature, rinsed again in TBS, and incubated with ABC reagent (1:500 dilution; Vectastain Elite ABC Kit, Vector Laboratories; cat. #PK-6100) in TBS-T for 1 h at room temperature. After further rinsing in TBS, Iba1 ϩ cells were visualized using nickel-enhanced DAB chromogen [0.05% 3,3=-diaminobenzidine, 0.2% nickel (II) sulfate, 0.006% hydrogen peroxide; all from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO] in TBS for 1.5-3 min. Finally, sections were rinsed in TBS, counterstained with hematoxylin (Vector Laboratories; cat. #H-3401) according to the manufacturer's protocol, cleared with ascending alcohol treatment, defatted in xylene, and coverslipped in DPX mounting medium.
Image analysis and quantification
Immunolabeled sections were imaged using a Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope equipped with an MBF Bioscience CX9000 digital camera and analyzed using NIH ImageJ software. Modifications to image brightness and contrast were performed in ImageJ. For each brain region analyzed, four to six images were taken from two to three sections per rat. Regions of interest were drawn for each image, and the number of Iba1 ϩ cells was counted. The Iba1 ϩ cell number was normalized to the area of each region of interest to yield an Iba1 ϩ cell density. Finally, the Iba1 ϩ cell density was averaged across images to generate an average density value for each rat in each brain region. Image acquisition and analysis was performed by an experimenter blind to treatment condition.
Behavioral testing
All behavioral testing was performed during the rat's dark phase of the light cycle (ϳ2 h after the start of the dark phase) and under red light illumination. Behavioral tests were performed and scored offline (unless stated otherwise) by two experimenters blind to treatment condition.
Developmental behavioral testing
Assessment of developmental behaviors began on PN5 and continued until PN15. Specific behaviors were assessed each day over the indicated age range for each rat pup.
Surface righting reflex (PN5-PN10)
Each pup was placed on its back on a flat surface. The time for the pup to return to its four limbs was recorded. The cutoff time for this test was 30 s.
Cliff aversion (PN5-PN10)
Each pup was placed on a flat surface with its snout and forepaws hanging over an edge. The time for the pup to completely retract from the edge was recorded, up to 30 s.
Wire suspension (PN10 -PN14)
The pup's forepaws were placed against a horizontal wire rod suspended above a padded bin. The duration of time each pup hung from the wire was recorded, up to 10 s.
Negative geotaxis (PN5-PN14)
Each pup was placed facedown on a ramp with a 25-degree incline, covered with a wire mesh to enable traction. The time for the pup to turn 180 degrees with its head and trunk oriented to the top of the incline was recorded, up to 30 s.
Locomotion (PN5-PN14)
Each pup was placed on a flat surface in the center of an underlaid circle (13-cm diameter). The time for all four legs of the pup to exit the circle completely was recorded, up to 30 s.
Nest seeking (PN5-PN15)
Rat pups were placed in the center of a rectangular arena (20 ϫ 12 cm) between two goal containers filled with equal amounts of bedding, one containing fresh bedding and one containing bedding taken from their home nest. Four centimeters from either goal, the arena was marked to determine the "final side choice" of each pup. This measure was scored to account for pups that failed to reach either goal before the test duration expired. At the start of each trial, the pup was placed facing 90 degrees from either arm. The first orientation of the pup (toward or away from home bedding), the final side choice of the pup, and the goal container reached were recorded. Pup activity toward the nest bedding goal was given a positive score, whereas activity toward the clean bedding goal was given a negative score. Once the pup's head and forepaws crossed into either goal (or reaching a cutoff time of 120 s), the pup was removed from the arena. Each pup was tested in two trials per day (intertrial interval of 30 s), and the pup's starting position was counterbalanced between trials. The total score for each trial was calculated and averaged between the two trials, resulting in one score per pup, per day.
Maternal isolation-induced ultrasonic vocalization recording (PN8)
Ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) were recorded for 3 min from rat pups that were isolated from maternal interaction. Ambient temperature was maintained at 22°C Ϯ 1°C. On the day of testing, pups were placed individually into a sound-attenuated recording chamber (15 ϫ 15 cm) and recorded for 3 min using an UltraSoundGate Condenser Microphone (CM16; Avisoft Bioacoustics, Glienicke, Germany), placed at a fixed height (10 cm) above the pups. The microphone was connected to a personal computer via an UltraSoundGate 116Hb recording interface (Avisoft Bioacoustics). Acoustic data were recorded at a sampling rate of 250,000 Hz in 16-bit format and analyzed using SASLab Pro (version 5.10; Avisoft Bioacoustics). Before analysis, recordings were processed with a fast Fourier transform (512 FFT, 75% frame size, flattop window, and 93.75% time window overlap). A high-pass filter was used to eliminate background noise below 10 kHz. USVs were automatically detected using a threshold-based algorithm (-35-dB threshold, 20-ms hold time) and confirmed by manual inspection to ensure that all calls were appropriately detected. Analysis was performed by an experimenter blind to the condition and sex of the pups.
Juvenile behavioral testing Open field test (PN25)
Rats were placed in an open polycarbonate arena (78 ϫ 78 cm, 40 cm high) for 10 min. The floor was underlaid with a grid delineated into a center and perimeter regions. The time spent in the center grid squares and the number of grid crosses was recorded.
Spontaneous alternations (PN25-PN29)
Spontaneous alternation was tested using a black polycarbonate T-maze consisting of an entry arm (50 ϫ 16 cm, 30 cm high) connected to a right and left arm (50 ϫ 10 cm, 30 cm high). The right and left arms were split by a short divider that extended 10 cm into the entry arm to prevent the animal from simultaneously surveying both arms before entering. Rats were placed in the entry arm of the T-maze and allowed to explore until they completely entered either the right or left arm (sample phase). Upon entering an arm, a barrier was placed to confine rats to that arm for 30 s. Rats were removed and placed back into the entry arm and allowed to choose between the two arms again (test phase). The latency to enter an arm on the sample and test phases was recorded, as well as the chosen arm. Successful alternation was scored if the chosen test arm was opposite the chosen sample arm. Rats completed two trials (each trial comprised of a sample and test phase) on average each day (intertrial interval 10 min), and the total number of successful alternations was calculated as a percent of total number of trials (8 -10 total trials per rat).
Novel object recognition (PN26 -PN28)
On PN26, rats were placed into the same arena used for the open field test for 10 min to allow for continued habituation to the arena. On PN27, rats were exposed to a pair of identical objects (object A ϩ A; sampling trial) placed on opposite ends of the arena for 5 min. After the initial exposure, animals were placed back in their home cages for 1 h, after which they were returned to the arena and exposed to the now familiar object and a novel object (object A ϩ B). On PN28, animals were tested for their object memory 24 h after the first sampling trial, with a second novel object (object A ϩ C). The time spent investigating each object was recorded, and the recognition index was calculated (time with novel object/time with novel object ϩ time with familiar object). The position of objects in the arena and the order of object exposure was counterbalanced between treatment groups.
Social recognition (PN30)
Rats were singly housed in a test cage (identical to their home cage) for 2 h before the start of the test to allow for habituation. While singly housed, rats had ad libitum access to food and water. After 2 h, a stimulus rat (age PN15-21) was placed into the test cage with the test rat for 4 min. The stimulus rat was then removed, and the test rat remained in the test cage for a retention interval of 30 min. At this point, the original (now familiar) stimulus rat and a novel stimulus rat were placed in the test cage with the test rat. The time spent investigating the stimulus rat during the sample phase was recorded. During the recognition phase, the time spent investigating each of the stimulus rats was recorded, and recognition index was calculated (time with novel rat/time with novel rat ϩ time with familiar rat).
Elevated plus maze (PN32)
Rats were placed in the center of a black polycarbonate elevated plus maze (elevated 72 cm from the ground) consisting of two opposing open (102.5 ϫ 12 cm) and closed (102.5 ϫ 12 cm, 45.5 cm high) arms and allowed to freely explore the maze for 5 min. The time spent in the open arms of the maze was recorded, and the percentage of the test duration spent in the open arms was calculated.
Predator odor exposure (PN33)
On PN32, rats were placed into the testing arena for 10 min to allow for habituation. The testing arena was divided into two compartments: a large main compartment (40 ϫ 27 cm, 30 cm high) and a smaller rear compartment (20 ϫ 27 cm, 30 cm high). An opaque polycarbonate barrier divided the two compartments but contained an opening (6 cm wide ϫ 6 cm high) through which rats were able to pass. The purpose of this barrier was to provide an area in which the rats would be able to hide from the cat odor stimulus and allow for the expression of risk-assessing behaviors. Cat-scented pieces of cloth were prepared by placing the pieces in the bed of an adult male cat for 48 h before testing. On PN33, rats were tested in two consecutive phases: a baseline phase (2.5 min), during which the rats were exposed to an unscented piece of cloth (10 ϫ 5 cm) folded in half lengthwise and placed in a large binder clip. The clip was placed at the far end of the large compartment (opposite the small compartment). At the end of the baseline phase, the unscented cloth square was replaced with a cat-scented cloth of similar dimensions, and the behavioral test continued for an additional 5 min. In both test phases, the time spent behind the barrier, duration and number of interactions with the cloth (defined as the touching of the cloth or binder clip with the nose or whiskers), duration and number of freezing bouts (defined as hunched posture with a complete absence of motion), duration and number of stretched-attending bouts (defined stretched, low-body posture with deliberate orientation and attention to the cloth square, while all locomotion is absent), and duration and number of stretched locomotor bouts (defined as stretched, lowbody posture maintained while moving around the arena) were recorded. Data were normalized to a 5-min total duration for each phase of the test.
Adult sex behavior testing Female sex behavior (PN60ϩ)
Intact and naturally cycling female rats were tested for the expression of female proceptive behaviors and lordo-sis in response to an actively mounting male rat. Females were tested daily throughout their estrus cycle for 20 min each day, and behaviors were scored for each rat on the day of pro-estrus (determined by vaginal cytology). Proceptive behaviors (number of hops and darts, solicitations) and lordoses were recorded, and a lordosis quotient was calculated (number of lordoses/number of successful mounts). Hops were defined as a short jump with the female landing on all four paws in a crouched position. Darts were defined as a short run with the female abruptly stopping in a crouched position. Solicitations were defined as the head-wise orientation toward the male followed by an abrupt runaway into a presenting posture. Behavior was scored live by an experimenter blind to the animal's treatment.
Male sex behavior (PN60ϩ)
Intact male rats were tested for male copulatory behaviors in response to a hormonally primed stimulus female rat. Males were tested once a week for 2 weeks in a 20-min behavioral test. Stimulus females were hormonally primed after being given 10 g of estradiol benzoate in 0.1 ml sesame oil subcutaneously 1 and 2 days before testing, and 500 g of progesterone in 0.1 ml sesame oil subcutaneously 6 h before testing. The number of mounts, intromission-like behaviors, and ejaculatory behaviors were recorded, as well as the latency to the first observation of each behavior. If none of these behaviors were observed, the latency was set equal to the test duration (1200 s). A mount was counted when the male mounted the female from the rear, placing both forepaws on the flanks of the female and thrusting against her. Intromission-like behaviors were counted when the male performed a mount, but during the thrusts quickly shifted his weight, engaged in extreme flexions of his haunches, and reflexively disengaged. Ejaculatory behaviors were defined as intromission-like behaviors that did not reflexively disengage, but instead the male remained in a hunched posture after thrusting. This was accompanied by a period of genital grooming followed by disinterest in the female. Behavior was scored live by an experimenter blind to the animal's treatment.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using R (R Core Team, 2016; version 3.2.1). All data were initially analyzed for a main effect of sex by two-or three-way ANOVA when appropriate. A main effect of sex was detected only for body weight. Therefore all other data were collapsed and analyzed independent of sex, with the exception of sex behavior, which was analyzed separately for males and females. Analysis proceeded using either Welch's t-test or two-way ANOVA (repeated measures when age or test phase were a factor) when appropriate. In some cases, repeated-measures tests violated the assumption of sphericity; when this occurred, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied (corrected p values are listed in Table 1 ). If a significant interaction was detected, post hoc pairwise comparisons were performed using the Holm's sequential Bonferroni correction. Adjusted ␣ values for post hoc tests are presented next to the calculated p value in Table 1 Table 1 , and are referenced in text as superscript letters. Analyses were considered significant when p Յ 0.05, unless otherwise noted in Table 1 .
Behavioral data for factor analysis were normalized by log transformation before analysis. Only subjects that had complete behavioral datasets were included in the factor analysis (n ϭ 16 for VEH, n ϭ 13 for LC). Factor analysis was conducted with varimax rotation with a factor-loading cutoff of 0.3. The resulting factors were retained if their eigenvalue was greater than 1 (based on the Kaiser criterion), generating a four-factor solution for our dataset. Individual factor scores were calculated for each subject, and each factor was analyzed independently by Welch's t-test.
Results
Liposomal clodronate treatment reduces microglia number and alters brain morphology
To determine the extent of microglia depletion and the time course of microglia recovery, we injected male and female rat pups i.c.v. with either LC or VEH liposomes on PN0, 2, and 4 ( Fig. 1 ) and compared brain sections at PN5, 10, and 15. Gross morphological examination showed disruptions in overall brain morphology, most notably characterized by an enlargement of the ventricles and a thinning of the cortex. These effects were apparent as early as PN10 and highly variable between individual pups. In some cases, brain specimens were extremely fragile, making analysis from these individuals difficult. Examination of Nissl-stained sections revealed the presence of major brain regions that in extreme cases appeared displaced and compressed around the ventricles.
We visualized microglia by immunohistochemistry using an antibody against the microglia/macrophage specific marker Iba1. Iba1 ϩ cell density was quantified in various brain regions on PN5 (24 h after last LC injection). Analysis revealed significantly fewer Iba1 ϩ cells in the hippocampus ( Fig. 2a-c ; p ϭ 0.011 a ) and the amygdala ( Fig. 2g-i ; p ϭ 0.005 b ), with a strong trend toward significant reduction in the cortex ( Fig. 2d-f ; p ϭ 0.054 c ) and the hypothalamus ( Fig.  2j-l ; p ϭ 0.059 d ). Overall, the effect of depletion ranged between 40% and 60% in the regions analyzed.
Limited quantification found that by PN10, Iba1 ϩ cells from LC-treated pups robustly repopulated all regions of the brain e-h (Fig. 2c, f , i, l) . In some cases, this repopulation resulted in a greater number of microglia compared to VEH-treated controls (p ϭ 0.036 for PN10 amygdala; Fig.  2i ). The number of Iba1 ϩ cells in LC-treated pups normalized by PN15, as sections from VEH-and LC-treated pups displayed comparable densities of Iba1 ϩ cells across brain regions i-l (Fig. 2c, f, i, l) . Thus, the clodronate treatment paradigm resulted in a transient depletion of ϳ50% of the microglia population throughout the brain during the first postnatal week, with rapid growth and repopulation that was complete by the end of the second postnatal week.
Body weight throughout the lifespan
We initially performed three-way repeated-measures ANOVA to examine the effects of sex and treatment on body weight throughout the animal's life and found a significant effect of sex (p Ͻ 0.001 m ). This prompted us to repeat the analysis as two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs to assess the effect of treatment separately in male q-s and female n-p rats. Body weight increased with age for both male and female rats (p Ͻ 0.001 for females, Fig. 3a ; p Ͻ 0.001 for males, Fig. 3b ). Interestingly, LC-treated male rats consistently weighed less across the lifespan (main effect of treatment, p Ͻ 0.001), whereas LC-treated females did not differ in their weight compared to VEH-treated controls.
Neonatal reflexes and behaviors
We did not detect an effect of sex on any of the developmental or juvenile behaviors examined, so we collapsed the data across sex and reanalyzed.
Cliff aversion
Latency to retreat for both VEH-and LC-treated pups improved with age (main effect of age, p Ͻ 0.001 t-w ; Fig. 3c ).
Surface righting
LC-treated pups consistently righted themselves more quickly than VEH-treated controls (main effect of treatment, p ϭ 0.003), and both groups improved with age (main effect of age, p ϭ 0.014; Fig. 3d ).
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Wire hang LC-treated pups hung for significantly less time than VEH-treated controls (main effect of treatment, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 3e) , and hang time increased with age for all animals (main effect of age, p Ͻ 0.001).
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Negative geotaxis
LC-treated pups took longer to reorient themselves than VEH-treated controls (main effect of treatment, p ϭ 0.001), and the latency to reorient decreased with age (main effect of age, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 3f ).
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Locomotion
We detected a significant treatment ϫ age interaction (p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 3g ). Post hoc comparisons found that LC-treated pups displayed increased locomotion as early as PN10 (p Ͻ 0.001), which persisted through PN14 (p Ͻ 0.001 for PN11, p ϭ 0.004 for PN12, p Ͻ 0.001 for PN13, p Ͻ 0.001 for PN14).
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Neonatal prosocial behaviors
Nest-seeking task LC-treated pups performed significantly worse in the nest-seeking task, successfully locating and reaching the goal arm containing their home bedding fewer total times (p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 4b ). LC-treated pups reached the goal arm fewer times at all ages tested (main effect of treatment, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 4a ), although the ability to seek the nest improved with age for both groups (main effect of age, p ϭ 0.008). The latency to reach a goal arm significantly decreased with age regardless of treatment (main effect of age, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 4c ).
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Thus, it is unlikely that the observed impairments in performance were due to locomotor differences between groups.
Maternal isolation-induced USVs
LC-treated pups emitted significantly fewer USVs than VEH-treated controls when isolated from the dam (p Ͻ 0.001 hhh-iii ; Fig. 4d ).
Juvenile memory-dependent tasks
Spontaneous alternations LC-treated rats successfully alternated between arms significantly fewer times than VEH-treated rats (p ϭ 0.026 jjj-kkk ; Fig. 5a ). Social recognition VEH-treated rats displayed intact recognition memory, indicated by a recognition index significantly greater than chance (p ϭ 0.003; 0.50 ϭ chance level). LC-treated rats failed to recognize the familiar stimulus rat with a recognition index equal to chance (p ϭ 0.863); however, direct comparison between groups did not reach statistical significance (p ϭ 0.083; Fig.  5b ).
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Novel object recognition
Initial analysis found a strong trend for an effect of sex on novel object preference at 1 h (p ϭ 0.059; data not shown), as males appeared to have an increased , and hypothalamus (j, k). Quantification of Iba1 ϩ cell density in the hippocampus (c), cortex (f), amygdala (i), and hypothalamus (l) at PN5, 10, and 15. Scale bars ϭ 500 m (a, b, g, h, j, k) or 250  m (d, e) . Bars indicate group means Ϯ SEM for VEH-treated (black) and LC-treated (green) rats of both sexes. Open circles indicate data from individual female rats, and triangles, from male rats. ‫ء‬p Ͻ 0.05, ‫‪p‬ءء‬ Ͻ 0.01. n ϭ 2-3 per treatment. Microglia depletion alters the development of early reflexes, behaviors, and body weight throughout life. Body weight (in grams) in female (a) and male (b) rats measured daily from PN0 to PN90. c, Time (in seconds) for rat pups to retreat from an edge (cliff aversion). d, Time (in seconds) for rat pups to successfully right themselves (surface righting). e, Duration (in seconds) rat pups hung from their forepaws before falling (wire hang). f, Latency (in seconds) for rat pups to reverse orientation and face upward on an incline (negative geotaxis). g, Latency (in seconds) for rat pups to leave a designated area (locomotion). Solid lines indicate group means for VEH-treated (black; a-g) and LC-treated (red; a) females, LC-treated males (blue; b), and LC-treated rats of both sexes (green; c-g). Shaded regions indicate Ϯ SEM. ‫‪p‬ءء‬ Ͻ 0.01, ‫‪p‬ءءء‬ Ͻ 0.001. n ϭ 18 -20 per treatment.
recognition index. The same analysis found no effect of sex at 24 h (p ϭ 0.673; data not shown). After collapsing the data across sex, we found no difference between groups in recognition index at 1 h (p ϭ 0.907; Fig. 5c ), but did detect a trend toward a reduction in recognition index for LC-treated rats after a 24-h retention interval (p ϭ 0.094).
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Juvenile locomotor and anxiety-like behavior Open field LC-treated rats displayed less anxiety-like behavior, spending significantly more time in the center of an open field (p ϭ 0.006; Fig. 6a ). Moreover, they exhibited a hyperlocomotive phenotype evidenced by an increased number of line crossings in the open field compared with VEH-treated rats (p Ͻ 0.001; Fig.  6b ).
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Elevated plus maze
Similar to the open field test, LC-treated rats spent significantly more time in the open arms compared with VEH-treated controls (p Ͻ 0.001 xxx-yyy ; Fig. 6c ).
Juvenile fear, avoidance, and risk-assessing behaviors In the predator odor exposure test, LC-treated rats spent less time behind the barrier-a measure of behavioral avoidance-compared with VEH-treated controls (main effect of treatment, p ϭ 0.002), and both groups spent more time behind the barrier in response to cat odor (main effect of test phase, p ϭ 0.018; Fig. 7a) . LC-treated rats appeared to spend less time freezing across test phases; however, this effect did not reach statistical significance (main effect of treatment, p ϭ 0.065; Fig. 7b ).
We found treatment ϫ test phase interactions for two measures of risk-assessing behaviors: stretch-attend duration (p ϭ 0.013; Fig. 7c ) and stretch-locomotion duration (p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 7d ). Post hoc analysis revealed that VEH-treated rats increased the amount of time engaged in stretch-attend behavior when exposed to cat odor (p Ͻ 0.001 for VEH), which was near significant for LC-treated rats (p ϭ 0.038, ␣ adjusted ϭ 0.025). LC-treated rats spent less time in stretched attendance than VEH-treated rats while exposed to cat odor (p ϭ 0.005), with no baseline differences between groups. Interestingly, LC-treated rats spent more time engaged in stretched locomotion while exposed to cat odor (p ϭ 0.002 compared to baseline), and significantly more compared with VEH-treated controls (p Ͻ 0.001), with no baseline differences between groups. Overall, LC-treated rats approached the stimulus cloth more than VEH-treated rats (main effect of treatment, p ϭ 0.007), and the number of approaches decreased for both groups when the cloth was scented with cat odor (main effect of test phase, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 7e ). Accordingly, LC-treated rats spent more time interacting with the stimulus cloth across both test phases (main effect of treatment, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 7f ). 
Adult sex behavior
As microglia are critical to the masculinization of male sex behavior during the early postnatal period (Lenz et al., 2013) , we analyzed adult male and female rats for the expression of sex behaviors. Accordingly, we predicted that LC-treated males would display impaired sex behavior, whereas female behavior would be unaffected by clodronate treatment. Male sex behavior Consistent with our predictions, LC-treated males mounted fewer times than VEH-treated males on the second test day (p ϭ 0.007; Fig. 8a ). This corresponded to a significantly longer latency to first mount in LC-treated males (p ϭ 0.011; Fig. 8b) . Similarly, LC-treated males intromitted fewer times (p ϭ 0.028; Fig. 8c) , with an increased latency to first intromission (p ϭ 0.009; Fig. 8d ). We did not detect a difference in the expression of ejaculatory behaviors (p ϭ 0.134; Fig. 8e ) or the latency to first ejaculation (p ϭ 0.098; Fig. 8f ) between treatments, although this is likely due to the low incidence of ejaculation during our tests.
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Female sex behavior We found no difference in the expression of proceptive behaviors (hops and darts, p ϭ 0.602, Fig. 9a ; solicitations, p ϭ 0.209, Fig. 9b ) or receptivity as measured by the lordosis quotient (p ϭ 1; Fig. 9c ) between treatments.
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Factor analysis of juvenile behaviors
We performed factor analysis on various outcomes from the juvenile behavioral battery to identify potential underlying behavioral constructs that might help explain the patterns of behavior we observed. Our analysis identified four factors to be sufficient to explain our data, accounting for 66.6% of total variance (Fig. 10a) . The first factor (19.4% of total variance) contained positive loadings for performance on the elevated plus maze, predator odor object interaction duration, and stretch-locomotion and negative loadings for predator odor stretch attend duration and freezing duration. As the behaviors enriched in factor 1 largely reflected measures of behavioral disinhibition, we renamed it as such ("Disinhibition"). Similarly, the second factor (named "Locomotion"; 17.0% of total variance) contained positive loadings for open-field line crosses, open-field center time, predator odor stretchlocomotion, and negative loading for T-maze alternations, all behaviors reflecting locomotion and exploration. The third factor ("Risk Assessment"; 16.6% of total variance) included positive loadings for time behind the barrier and stretched attend duration in the predator odor test, and the fourth factor ("Cognitive Association"; 13.7% of variance) included positive loadings for predator odor freezing duration and social recognition index.
To determine whether these factors differed between sexes or treatment groups, we calculated factor scores for each subject. Comparisons between males and females found no significant differences for any of the four factors; however, comparisons between treatments found significantly higher scores for LC-treated rats in factor 1 (p ϭ 0.003) and factor 2 (p Ͻ 0.001) compared with VEHtreated rats, with no differences in scores detected for either factor 3 or factor 4 (Fig. 10b) .
Discussion
Here we report lasting alterations in the expression of neonatal, juvenile, and adult behaviors after transient microglia depletion in the developing rat brain. These effects are apparent in early life, as both male and female rat pups displayed markedly deficient pro-social behaviors in addition to a pervasive hyperlocomotive phenotype. In juvenile animals, the consequences of early microglia depletion cross multiple behavioral domains and include working memory deficits and alterations in the expression of fear, anxiety-like, and risk-assessment behaviors. Adult rats show sex-specific sensitivity to early microglia depletion, exhibiting differential outcomes in body weight and male-specific impairments in sex behaviors.
The most remarkable of our findings is the immediate and lasting impact of transient microglia depletion on brain development and behavior. We observed perturbations in brain architecture as early as PN10, evidenced by the appearance of enlarged ventricles and a thinned cortex. These effects are likely attributable to microglia, as liposomal clodronate selectively depletes macrophages, via apoptosis, while sparing nonphagocytic cells (van Rooijen et al., 1996; van Rooijen and Hendrikx, 2010) , and this technique has been used to deplete microglia without affecting other cell types (Faustino et al., 2011; Torres et al., 2016) .
Similar alterations in gross morphology have been reported in CSF-1R knockout mice that display a Ͼ99% reduction in microglia throughout embryonic and postna-A B C Figure 9 . Adult female sex behavior is unchanged after postnatal microglia depletion. Quantification of female sexual proceptivity: number of hops and darts (a) and solicitations (b) and receptivity lordosis quotient (c). Solid bars indicate group means Ϯ SEM for VEH-treated (black) and LC-treated (red) female rats. Open circles represent data from individual rats. n ϭ 9 -10 per treatment.
tal development. Brain development in CSF-1R knockout mice appears to proceed normally during embryonic development, with abnormalities most prominent at 3 weeks of age (Erblich et al., 2011) . Our findings suggest a much shorter window for the manifestation of these effects, as by PN10, rapid regrowth restored microglia numbers to levels comparable to controls. Moreover, 24 h after the last clodronate injection (PN5), we observed a ϳ50% rate of depletion in many brain regions. It is especially striking, then, that modest reductions in microglia over a short period of time produce such profound brain abnormalities and major alterations in behavior. Perhaps equally notable, the rats in our study appeared to live healthy lives into adulthood, and the behavioral data had consistently small variance, similar to that of control rats despite large deviation in brain development.
Microglia are critical to the development of the embryonic and postnatal brain (Frost and Schafer 2016) , yet data connecting early microglia function to behavioral maturation is currently lacking. One such study, published during the preparation of this manuscript, used a similar approach to address this issue (Nelson and Lenz, 2016) . Our findings expand on those, as we used a behavioral battery to assess the appropriate acquisition and development of pups' motor reflexes, strength, and coordination with the aim of identifying early markers of dysfunction. From this battery, we identified a hyperlocomotive phenotype that persisted through the juvenile period. Previous reports find no changes in locomotion with various microglia manipulations in adult mice (Rogers et al., 2011; Elmore et al., 2014; Torres et al., 2016) ; thus, it is likely that our findings reflect a novel developmental role for microglia in mediating the maturation of locomotor behavior.
The neonatal period of life also marks the development of early pro-social behaviors. We used a nest-seeking task and measured maternal isolation-induced USVs. The nest-seeking task measures pups' ability to identify and locate the maternal nest and depends on the display of adequate olfactory, motor, and discriminatory abilities to discern nest bedding from clean bedding (Gregory and Pfaff, 1971) , whereas pup USVs are instructional to the dam to elicit attention and retrieval. Together, these two behaviors represent two ethologically relevant and important aspects of the pup side of the maternal-pup relationship that are often disrupted in models of neurodevelopmental disorders (Branchi et al., 2001) . Consistent with the notion of an early social deficit, microglia-depleted pups demonstrated no preference for the maternal bedding and emitted fewer isolation-induced USVs than their undepleted littermates. We did not determine whether maternal behavior toward pups was altered in those in which the microglia were depleted; additional studies will need to investigate the nature of mother-infant interactions as they pertain to the early, and perhaps later, social deficits reported here.
Others have reported effects of microglia depletion in mature mice on various memory-dependent tasks, social deficits, and conditioned fear responses. We find similar deficiencies across these behavioral domains in juvenile animals. Specifically, microglia-depleted rats had fewer successful spontaneous alternations, which may reflect impairments in working memory, but this response may also be interpreted as a broader measure of cognitive inflexibility or repetitive behavioral patterning. Despite these deficiencies, we did not find any difference in novel object preference, suggesting that microglia-depleted rats were capable of integrating and retaining information for prolonged periods of time.
Microglia-depleted rats also displayed impaired social memory. Taken together with our findings in the nestseeking task, these data suggest pervasive disruptions in the processing of social information. Conspecific recognition is one aspect of a social interaction, and further studies are needed to examine whether the observed social impairments extend to more complex social behaviors. Along these lines, a recent report in rats found that neonatal microglia depletion induced minor deficits in juvenile play behavior and increased social avoidance in adulthood (Nelson and Lenz, 2016) , consistent with our findings here.
There are conflicting reports on the role of microglia in anxiety-like behaviors (Rogers et al., 2011; Elmore et al., 2015) . When assessing performance in the open field and elevated plus maze, we found that microglia-depleted juvenile rats exhibited a drastic reduction in anxiety-like behaviors. Given the hyperlocomotive phenotype in the open field, this may reflect a measure of behavioral disinhibition or impulsivity, rather than a measure of anxiety. To this point, in pilot studies and the data presented here, nearly 20% of microglia-depleted animals jumped off of the elevated plus maze during the test and continued to explore the testing room. One such animal ended the test in this manner in fewer than 5 s. Our findings are strikingly similar to those of Nelson and Lenz (2016) , who found increased locomotion and decreased anxiety-like behavior in the open field and elevated plus maze, even observing comparable numbers of animals that jumped off the elevated plus maze open arms.
Rodents freeze in response to many fear-evoking stimuli. Others have reported reductions in freezing behavior in response to fear conditioning in mouse lines with genetic depletion of microglia (Rogers et al., 2011; Parkhurst et al., 2013) . Fear conditioning requires the formation of a learned association between a particular cue (context or specific stimulus) and a negative outcome. To avoid the confounding effects of differences in learning, we used an assay to examine innate fear that involved a predator odor. We observed a decrease in avoidance behaviors in microglia-depleted juveniles and detected a strong trend toward a decrease in freezing behavior. As our testing arena contained an opaque barrier for the animals to retreat behind, it is likely that the magnitude of any freezing behavior was diminished and animals engaged in other defensive behaviors. Interestingly, microglia depletion induced opposite effects on measures of risk assessment. Microglia-depleted rats displayed more stretchattend behavior and stretched locomotion toward the predator odor. These data together suggest that although the overt expression of fear and avoidance is decreased in microglia-depleted rats, they retain the ability to recognize and assess a potential threat and adjust their behavior accordingly. These findings are consistent with the notion of a behaviorally disinhibited phenotype, rather than a decrease in general anxiety-like behavior.
Whereas males and females were equally affected in our developmental battery and juvenile tests of memory, fear, and anxiety, the two sexes were differentially affected with respect to sexually dimorphic sex behaviors. To this point, we found male-specific deficits in the expression of sex behavior and not in the expression of female sex behavior. These findings corroborate those of Lenz et al., (2013) , who found microglia to be a key mediator of the masculinization of sex behaviors. Our understanding of how microglia may mediate organizational sex differences in the brain is still in its infancy, but interestingly, many of the mechanisms by which sex differences are established are also developmental processes that are heavily influenced by microglia (Lenz and McCarthy, 2015; McCarthy et al., 2015) . Further investigation into how microglia may act to sculpt sexually dimorphic circuitry in the brain is critical to advancing our understanding of a fundamental aspect of brain development.
A common theme throughout our behavioral data was the presence of a hyperlocomotive and behaviorally disinhibited phenotype observed in LC rats. Our factor analysis supports this conclusion, identifying four factors, two of which were significantly different between treatment groups. The first factor related to performance in the elevated plus maze, and stretch locomotion, stretch attend, cloth interactions, and freezing behavior in the predator odor assay. Together, this factor may reflect behavioral disinhibition across contexts. The second factor related to time in the center of an open field, open field grid crosses, predator odor stretch locomotion, and T maze alternations, which together may be representative of locomotion and exploratory behavior. We speculate that the effects of developmental microglia depletion affect the maturation of brain circuitry underlying these behavioral constructs. The exact cellular and circuit level manifestation of our findings remains a subject for further investigation.
